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WHAT: A

girl training men

to fly for Uncle Sam ?
HE name is Lennox—Peggy Lennox. She’s blonde. She’s pretty.
She may not look the part of a trainer of fighting men, but—
She is one of the few women pilots qualified to give instruction
in the CAA flight training program. And the records at Randolph
and Pensacola of the men who learned to fly from Peggy show she’s
doing a man-sized job of it. She’s turned out pilots for the Army...
for the Navy. Peggy is loyal to both arms of the service. Her only

favorite is the favorite in every branch of the service—Camel ciga-

Don't let those eyes and that smile fool

you. When

this young lady starts talk-

ing airplanes—and
‘em—brother,
like these

what

you'd

it takes to fly

listen,

students

too...

just

above.

rettes. She says: “It’s always Camels with me—they’re milder.”

FLYING

INSTRUCTOR

PEGGY LENNOX SAYS:
“THIS IS THE
CIGARETTE FOR ME.

EXTRA MILD_
AND THERES
SOMETHING SO
CHEERING ABOUT

She

may

call

now

and

then,

up

you

by

your

but when

for that final

first

name

she calls you

“check

flight,”’

you’d

better know your loops inside and out.
It's strictly regulation

with

her.

CAMEL'S

GRAND
FLAVOR”

@ “Extra mild,” says Peggy Lennox.
“Less nicotine in the smoke,’ adds the
student, as they talk it over — over
Camels in the pilot room above.
Yes, there zs less nicotine in the
smoke of slower-burning Camels...
extra mildness...but that alonedoesn’t

tell you why, with smokers in the
service ...in private life, as well...
Camels are preferred.
No, there’s something else...something more. Call it flavor, call it pleasure, call it what you will, you'll find
it only in Camels. You'll like it!

The smoke of slower-burning Camels contains

28 LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
cigarettes tested—less

than

any

of them—according

Yes, and with Instructor Peggy Lennox,

it’s strictly Camels, too. ‘““Mildness is a
tule with me,” she explains. ‘“Fhat
means slower-burning Camels. There’s

less nicotine in the smoke.”
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than
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CAME

25%
average

tested — slower

of them

equal,

you
on

a

than

— Camels

also

smoking

plus

the

average,

5

independent scientific tests of the smoke itself!

— THE CIGARETTE OF
COSTLIER TOBACCOS

the

of the 4 other largest-selling

give
to

BURNING

SLOWER

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!
R. J. Reynolds

Tobacco Company

Winston-Salem, N. C.
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The Superannuated Student
®

College life from the point of view of an
older person should prove most interesting
to all our undergraduates. There is also much
reminiscing that brings back memories of the
years since the first World War. Altogether
a delightful treat for our readers.

WO days after Pearl Harbor Kay Hayes and I
were going downtown together, talking, naturally, about the stupendous events of December 7 and 8.
“T remember,” I said, “the corn sugar we had to use
in the last war . . . flour was like sawdust . . . butter

went so high families in our class bought oleo . . . why
I remember...”

Out of the brisk noon-day air carne a bolt—nothing
like the bombs over Hawaii of course—but the staggering blow that comes to every person at some time in
life, if he or she lives long enough. It was not such a
surprise to hear Kay Hayes say she did not remember
about the last war, but to learn that she had not even

been born then was an impact that sent me mentally
reeling. Both of us are Juniors, yet a world lies
between us!
Having long ago adjusted myself, insofar as such
adjustment is possible, to being an older-than-average
college student, I frequently lose sight of how much
older I really am. Although I am quite conscious that
no matter how I arrange my hair J cannot hide two
stubborn white upstarts, which I think of as “premature”; and although I am equally conscious of having at the far corners of my eyes what women nowadays
prefer to call “laugh lines”; still—I get the same en-

joyment

I always got from

a football or basketball

game, the same pleasure from dancing, the same thrill
from a ten-mile hike. I have never looked upon 30

By

KarHLtEEN

WHETRO

the way a telegrapher or newspaperman does—as a
symbol representing “the end.” My conversation with
Kay Hayes, however, enlightened me with the realization that I am old, not so much because of my years,
but rather because of my classification as one who
remembers the last war and who grew to adulthood in
the hectic post-war period.
My most vivid recollections of that last war, in addition to the sugar, the flour, and the oleo, are: drawing

(what seemed to me then) wonderful sketches of
Pershing, buying war savings stamps, wearing militarystyled clothes, receiving a big doll dressed in a Red
Cross nurse’s uniform, hearing my father say “the next
draft may get me,” pumping on tke old player piano
such pieces as “Over There,” “Keep the Home Fires
Burning,” “Tipperary,” etc., watching airplanes from
McCook Field fly low over our house, and hearing the
grownups shout about something they called an
“armistice” that meant the war was ended.
The habit of reminiscing comes with advancing
years. Being thirty I have a fairly good-sized collection
of

memories.

Likewise,

being

thirty,

I

am

perhaps

justified in doing a little reminiscing. I recall ever so
many things that most U. of D. students have heard
of but have never seen—such things as: gas lights in
houses

and

on

street corners,

horse-drawn

vehicles

in

funeral processions, cumbrous contraptions called talking machines, street level railroad tracks out of Union
Station,

electric

automobiles,

Model-A

and

Model-T

Fords at the height of their popularity, manually operated traffic signals downtown, and the old canal where
Patterson Boulevard now is.
Chaminade high school used te be Notre Dame
Academy for girls; it was my school beginning with the
fourth grade. So many memories of it crowd one another in my mind that it would be futile to attempt
Page three

to choose the most outstanding. It was during my high
school days there that I began to develop interest in the
University of Dayton.
I recall attending U. of D. football games in the ’20’s
at what is now called “the old practice field.” There
were a few bleacher seats, but the majority of spectators stood along the sidelines. Basketball games were
held in the gym. The University had a prep school in
those days and was engaged in a general expansion
program. I remember such events as the opening of
Alumni

Hall in 1924, the dedication of the stadium in

1925, and the completion

of Albert Emanuel

library

in 1927.

Some of U. D.’s athletic “greats” whom I recall
from past years are: “Boxcar” Frank Belanich and Ab
Strosnider who served as Baujan’s assistants in later
years, Walter “Sneeze” Achiu, “Ducky”
Hipa, the Carbrinha boys, Jock McGarry,

ing,

Howard

“Shine”

Crush,

Cleary,

etc.;

Harold

and

more

Fearn,

Swan, Sam
Dick Snell-

recently—Jim

Dan _ Fitzsimmons,

Marty Schnurr, George Gorry, the Medley brothers,
Vince McDonough, etc. I remember a number of
other fellows too—Joe Pesce, a really great cheerleader;
Dick

Frankenstein,

now

of C. I. O. fame

who

wrote,

directed, and appeared in some of the University’s
finest musical shows; John Carroll, who always played
the lead in the University’s dramatic offerings, plus a
host of lesser lights.

were Valentino, Jack Gilbert, Lon Chaney, Clara Bow,
Pola Negri, Richard Barthelmess, etc. Sound moving
pictures brought into prominence soon afterward a new
group composed of such personalities as Al Jolson,
Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell, etc. Radio was beginning to
give an indication of its many possibilities. New inventions and developments were springing up like crocuses.
A memorable occasion in almost everyone’s life is the
first pay day. Mine was sometime in September of
1928. I look back now with considerable amusement
at the cocksure attitude with which I began scribbling
advertising copy in a local store. A few months later I
was “the advertising department” for a retail shoe
chain of some twenty stores whose headquarters were
then in Dayton. For a “kid” only recently out of high
school, I was doing well. Like most young people of
the time, however, I failed to recognize that my self-

inflated balloon was due for a smashing.

I recall clearly the 1929 crash, and even more so my
own personal deflation late in 1930. The experience I
had gained in advertising, however, served as a stepping
stone into newspaper work. For a number of years,
besides other editorial duties,

before,

Shortly before my graduation in 1928, the Sisters of
Notre Dame began erection of Julienne high school.
Notre Dame Academy was no more, and my class had
the distinction of being the first to graduate from the
new building. It was customary for Notre Dame, and
later Julienne, girls to “date” U. of D. boys. Somewhere
in an old box of “relics” I have programs and favors
from numerous

U. of D. military balls, football dances,

and proms. Many
the hotels,

of those social affairs were held in

just as U.

of D.

dances

are today,

but

remember others at the Greystone Ballroom (now
Skateland), the Dayton Country Club, and Greenwich
Village (the outstanding “dance beneath the stars”
night club). Suzie-Q, shag, jitterbug, Conga, and like
terms were unknown then. To be in the swing, one had
to know the Charleston and Black Bottom.

I

I conducted

a children’s

section in the Dayton News. Among the thousands of
young contributors were several who, oddly enough,
were later to be fellow students of mine at U. of D.
In fact one of the first students I met on the campus
was Mary K. Herold, now Mrs. Joe Thomas. Years
when

she was

attending

Sacred

Heart

school,

she was one of my chief pests at the office. Brother
George Taylor, S.M., who was graduated last year,
reminded me one day that he had won a prize from
me for a poem he had contributed. Ruth Safstrom,
who graduates this year, and Pauline Zink are two
other fellow students who used to enter Junior News
contests. Oddly, too, is the fact that one of my assignments for a Sunday feature article was a history of the
University of Dayton. Joe Keller, former U. of D.
publicity writer who is now in Washington, helped me
to get the source material. I had not the slightest idea
then that I ever would

be a student at U. of D., nor

that a certain “slim” member

who

often

came

to The

of the Society of Mary

News

would

one day be

heckling me to write for The Exponent!
No matter how broadminded a person may profess
himself to be, he is bound to have acquired a goodly
collection of set attitudes by the time he is thirty. I
am no different from any other thirty year old, even

College and high school students of the ’20’s belonged to that mad and sad era which people refer to
as the “Plastic Age,” the “flapper age,” or the “flaming
youth period. It was the time of prohibition, bell bottom trousers, jazz music, Elinor Glynn novels, new
freedom in the arts, and general laxity. Mary Pickford,

phasis, now

Doug

to rave about the features of some college they form-

were

Fairbanks,

popular,

Page four

but

and

the

Gish

and

‘Talmadge

sisters

the leading

box

office attractions

though I am a college student. Chief among my pet
“peeves”

are braggarts

special

em-

that I am at U. of D., on those who

like

(Continued

of all types with

on

page

sixteen)

The Sword of The Spirit =
®

By

Roserr

MINcEs

That young America is alive to the real dangers that threaten the world today, you will
notice after reading this very thought-provoking article. We are proud to present to
our readers such serious kind of writing.

FEW days after an irresponsible totalitarian
government had forced the United States into
World War II as an active participant, the hopeful
opinion was expressed by some bright-eyed and shallow-brained individual that we were the happy possessors of a very great advantage which our brothers in
arms had not had. The earlier victims of the Hitler
blitzkrieg, he maintained, had suffered such disastrous
defeat simply because they had not had time to prepare
their defenses to withstand the surprise tactics of the
enemy or to counteract his fifth-column activity. But

Ks

A

we, this optimist claims, have had time and, more significant still, we have profitted by these earlier mistakes of

our allies; so Hitler and the Japanese won’t find us to
easy to defeat. We've been operating our munitions
factories at top-speed for months, we’ve been training
an army in our camps for almost a year, and with all
this shouting about fifth-columnists, there mustn’t be
one of them within a thousand miles of the country.
Perhaps he is right. Let’s hope that he is. The debacle
at Pearl Harbor and the reverses of the first few months
in the Pacific cast a disconcerting shadow of doubt over
our preparedness and the strength of our sword of steel.
But if we look a bit deeper and do a little reasoning of
our Own we may discover more truth and good advice
in the optimist’s statement than even he suspected.
Certainly we ought to learn from the mistakes of the
nations that we have gone before us on the blitz list,
but while we are doing it, why not profit by all their
mistakes? Why not accept, as have these nations themselves, the fact that their spiritual weakness did them
more harm than did their military anpreparedness or
the inefficiency of their counter-espionage?
The
heroic

remnant
leader,

that is France,
Marshal

Petain,

speaking
has

through

admitted

its

that

it

was not a lack of armaments or unpreparedness or the
intrigue of the Communists or anything else except
her own

moral

failure to make

weakness,

sacrifices

her self-indulgence,

that

has

ruined

and

her.

her

The

nation and its people had become soft and flabby, it
had forgotten how to do anything that required cour-

age

and

sacrifice—as,

for

instance,

fighting

a_ war.

Secularism in the schools, race suicide—“‘birth control”

or “planned parenthood” are less repugnant names—
and outright immorality, these and their insidious
companions brought about the fall of France. She has
learned her lesson, all too late to save her material possessions, but not too late to regain her equilibrium
spiritually. Frenchmen who see things as God sees
them understand that His ways are the best ways
and they are trying to make them their own ways.
With Petain at their head, they are undertaking the
task of rebuilding the real glory of France, the glory
that she merited as “eldest daughter of the Church”
but which the atheists who had ruled her ever since the
turn of the century had exchanged for the false glory
of world power. France has suffered, she has made
tremendous sacrifices and she is still making them.
But she is suffering for a purpose now, the same for
which we are fighting, the restoration of Christianity
and civilization. Deprived of her armaments, she is
carrying on with another weapon, the Sword of the
Spritit, the Cross of sacrifice.
England was in a condition a little better than
France’s and she has been able to keep just above the
surface. But she, too, realized that more than material
weapons are needed to save what there is left to save
and she took steps to provide that something. Her
schools, like our own public schools, were for the most
part godless. And in spite of the semblance of social
honor maintained by the artificial rules that the Victorians liked to call morality, the nation as a whole was
more interested in material gain than in the things
of God. But when those material things began to
topple under the impact of Hitler’s bombs the English
awoke to the fact that they were fighing for more than
their trade and their empire. They were fighting for
Christianity, for the Christianity that had been forgotten at Versailles and throughout the twenty years since
that great blunder. They discovered, too, that they
weren't worthy of the cause they were defending, that
Page five

they weren’t really Christians after all. And so a few
intelligent Englishmen set about to remedy the situation; the recent passage of a law requiring the teaching
of religion in all the schools of the nation is but one
result of their labors. And if the pre-war propaganda
pictures and stories were telling the truth about the
“thumbs up” attitude of the British people, they must
have achieved something of a religious regeneration, for
only people with God living in their souls can be
happy in the midst of such suffering. They’ve learned
how

to suffer with a smile, how

to sacrifice their own

pleasure and the glory of their nation for the things
that really count, the knowledge that God is with

them in their fight and that they’re fighting for the
things of God.
While we are at this business of learning, we would

do well to take a few lessons from those who, by force
of circumstance, must be called our enemies, and even

from the man who has forced himself upon them as
their leader. Hitler's motives are certainly wrong—they
are by his own admission directly opposed to the
preservation of Christianity—but he has taught the
German people to make sacrifices. Whether or not some
of them have been deluded into suffering for his purposes, for the glorification of the state to the annihilation of the individual, is beside the point. We do know
that a large number of the German people are suffering
persecution in imitation of Him who promised the
kingdom of heaven as a reward for those who suffered
it for justice’s sake.
As much as Hitler has forced upon the German
people a life of suffering and has used their ability to
take it for his own diabolical designs, so much the more
has another dictator, Josef Stalin, oppressed the millions of Russia with tortures that would have made
Ivan the Terrible shudder, and has used their ability to
take it for opposing Hitler’s invasion of his “paradise.”

With hundreds of thousands of their fellow countrymen in concentration camps and millions dead of
famines purposely created by this master-mind of
cruelty, the other Russians who are allowed little more
than their lives find it necessary to make untold sacrifices lest they lose even that. Now they are fighting in
a war that will probably result in their return to slavery

under a master with designs just as diabolical as those

of Hitler.
These people are forced to make sacrifices for such
designs as these, and so shall we unless we can learn
to use our freedom under God to make sacrifices for His
designs. Until the present we—as a nation and as individuals—haven’t possessed that ability. We aren’t able
to make sacrifices because we are too weak and cowardly. We've succumbed to the pagan propaganda of
the same kind that has brought France to her knees
(in more senses than one) and that has been banished
from England only after tremendous damage had been
done. Are we going to wait as long or are we going to
save ourselves and our country and our democracy by
a return to Christianity and the Cross, by making use
of the weapon that God offers us, the Sword of the
Sprit?
If this war is to be actually what we want it to be
and

are determined

that

that

will

And this time of Lent is the very best time to begin
our new lives, for now we have set before us in strong
relief models of sacrifice infinitely more perfect than
those whom we have been studying. Christ suffered and
died for those same principles for which we are fighting and suffering. His Mother, Mary, proclaimed by
Him to be our Mother also in that very hour of sacrifice, stayed with Him, suffering with Him to the end.
She will stay with us and suffer with us, too, and as His

sacrifice won for Him a victory over death, so will ours
win for us a victory over the forces of evil. But for this,
we must make ourselves worthy of her help and of the
cause of Christianity for which it is given. If we are
fighting for Christianity, let’s be Christians, let’s use
the Sword of the Spirit of Christianity, the Cross of
sacrifice and suffering.

ei—te
THE FLIGHT
I think it was the month of March
‘They passed beneath the Pharaoh’s arch
And gave to Egypt greater fame
Than any conquering Pharaoh’s name.
—Martin
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it shall be, a war

result in a just and permanent peace, a military victory
alone will not make it that. Peace can come only when
there is a world-wide recognition of Christian principles
of belief and morality such as they have been outlined
by Pope Pius XII, and when each individual makes
sacrifices to uphold those principles. We’ve lived soft
lives long enough. Let’s not live them any longer or
we shall find ourselves unable, physically as well as
morally, to do so.

McMurtTrey.

England's Great Poem
@ By Joz Dunn
Milton’s great poem is more talked about
than read. It is, however, worthwhile just to
talk or write about it that others might be
interested in exploring it for themselves.

Milton obtained variety by shifting the position of this

pause in his lines. Because of this wonderful skill in
versification,

Many
HE loftiest form of poetry, the epic, is the type
of poetry Milton selected for Paradise Lost. The
epic is one of the earliest forms of poetry. The first
great epics recorded are Homer’s [liad and Odyssey,
the former relating the great conflict between the
Greeks and ‘Trojans, the latter telling of the wanderings of Ullysses after the war. The Aeneid written by
Virgil, was the next great epic. Other authors attempted
this type of writing, but none were so successful as
Milton, who published his great epic in 1667.

Milton

was able to write such

a famous

poem, undoubtedly the greatest single poem in English.
critics regard

Milton’s

masterpiece,

Paradise

Lost, as the outstanding and central point in his life.
All his years, up until this composition was a finished
product of his skillful pen, he was continuously and
consciously, preparing himself for his greatest work.

tules or devices established by Horner, except for the

Milton’s own life gave him the religious outlook for
his work. His early education had been entrusted to a
Scotch clergyman, who probably intensified the boy
Milton’s religious beliefs, and in his youth, he began
a struggle to maintain the austere way of life he had
already chosen as the only one leading to the heights
of literary attainment. He was always deeply religious,
believing profoundly in the righteousness of the

fact that they followed Virgil in lowering the number

Puritan

of books from twenty-four to twelve. The epic also
employs an invocation, a calling upon one of the

epic, but being debarred by his political affiliations
from choosing a patriotic subject for his great poem, he
turned to religion for inspiration and chose Paradise
Lost as the subject best adapted for his genius. It
afforded wide scope for Milton’s powerful imagination,
and the display of his religious fervor and Puritan
spirit. Discernable also in many of his lines is his
great love of philosophy, music, architecture, and the
fine arts, the most prominent feature in Milton’s character, next to his zeal for religion.

The

epic writers

observed

or employed

the

same

Muses; begins in medias res, starting at an advanced
point and then reverting back; uses a unified plot, the

action of one person, and a lofty style portraying a
hero or supernatural being who stands for certain
ideals. Milton’s epic told of the fall of man which was
not merely a national tradition but a tradition of all
mankind.
Milton’s greatest poem is written in stately, blank
verse, and the nobly sustained music of its verse has
never been surpassed. The meter is English heroic
verse, which

is iambic

pentameter,

the prevailing meter,

there

to the single line. He

did, however,

the

generally

iambus

being
make

being

five feet

cause. At first, he decided

to write a national

Glancing quickly over the subjects of his works, we
see, mirrored in them, the writer’s character, his venera-

tion for religion and morality, and how ardently and
steadfastly, he devoted himself to his work.

use of sub-

stitute feet. ‘This substitution is the making use of the
licentiate iambic.

In

1667,

when

Milton’s

poem,

Paradise

Lost,

was

To avoid monotony and to weld the poem closely
together, Milton uses run on lines, the thought being

published there were no poems comparable to his great
epic, nor were there any writers to come later whose
works are so lofty or great as his materpiece. However,
it is said by many of Milton’s critics that he imitated
and borrowed much from other writers before his
time. ‘They all have their own candidate to bring forward for the honor of having been copied by Milton.
Chief among these is Caedmon, an Ango-Saxon poet,
who in the seventh century wrote a poem describing
the fall of the angels, creation, and the expulsion of
our first parents. MacMillan states that “on one can

carried on to the next line or lines. He also employed,

read Caedmon’s poetry without being continually re-

to do away with monotony, the shifting caesura, a
pause occurring at the end of a rhetorical expression.

from Caedmon,

Milton did not
thyme was not a
of a poem or good
caused poets “to

employ rhyme, because he held that
“necessary adjunct or true ornament
verse, in longer verse especially” and
express many things otherwise, and

for the most part worse, then they would have expressed them.”

minded of Paradise Lost.” Milton may have borrowed

and still he may not. He made no
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acknowledgement of such, but it was an age during

Phineas Fletcher, in 1627, the speech of Lucifer, un-

which literary men made no such acknowledgements.

doubtedly, contains several ideas that recur in the
speeches of Milton’s fallen angels. However, it cannot
be ascertained whether Milton did actually draw upon
these earlier literary works, and it is a question that
probably never will be decided. In the many poems
relating to the fall of man, there seems to have been
so much similarity in the arrangements of the inci-

Another writer, Vondel, one of the greatest of Dutch

poets, published in 1654, a drama called Lucifer. ‘There
is a great resemblance between Milton’s work and
Vondel’s. It is, of course, not impossible that Milton
may have consciously borrowed ideas from Vondel, in
the same way as he has deliberately borrowed from
Homer and Virgil. In fact two lines of Paradise Lost
are very similar to two lines employed by the Dutch
poet.

Stafford’s prose work Niobe, published in 1611, also
contains thoughts and language, similar to that used by
Milton. In the Latin Poem Locustae, published by

dents, that it is difficult to establish Milton’s indebted-

ness to any particular author. Nevertheless, in this
great poem, Paradise Lost, Milton reached his goal.
It was his masterpiece, and the symbolic meaning of
its true theme carries it quite beyond the narrow claims
of Puritanic England, and associates it wth the great
literary works of the world.

wj— be

SUSPENSE
He was waiting in the hallway there.
He was waiting while she combed her hair,
And puffed some powder on her nose,
Straightened up her faultless clothes,
And traced again her carmine lips,
Examined tapered fingertips,
Assured herself she looked all right.
(She must be perfect in his sight).
He was waiting in the hallway there,
He was waiting for his lady fair.
He was waiting while she combed her hair.
—JANE

Borie.

wj—te

A TRIOLET FOR THESE TIMES
My eyes are full of tears.
That will always go unwept.
I see the blackened years,
And my eyes are full of tears.
Our lives are built on fears.
War, a bloody path has swept.
My eyes are full of tears
That will always go unwept.
—JANeE
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Bass Player’s Blues
© By Jim Kiopr

How the other person gets along in life
always intrigues us. What do you know
about the trials and joys of the bass player’s
life? One who knows tells you in this
article

OWN
one of those big bass violins, and have been
playing it for five or six years. This occupation,
hobby, or life’s work presents many interesting and
unique situations. Although I had often watched the
“monsters” being performed on in many orchestras, I
was formally introduced to the low-voiced “critter”
when I was a freshman in high school.
My family has always been interested in music, and
I was forced to take piano lessons in my early childhood. Therefore, I looked forward to playing in the
orchestra when I reached high school: When I talked
to the music director and suggested that I would like
to play bass, he eagerly agreed because bass players are
few and far between, especially in high school. Soon I
was choking the instrument with my left hand around
its neck and slapping it in the stomach with my right.
Being a bass player is not so simple a thing as just
playing a bass. Oh, no! It also means finding an unused
corner in the house where it can safely sit between
jobs, carting it back and forth, and keeping it repaired.
This last item eats quite a hole in the bass player's
budget, because the clumsy thing is almost as fragile
as glass. Clothing for it is a problem of fifteen dollars.
You might not know it, but a bass wears a sack-like
cover to protect it from the weather. Although bass
viol clothes don’t change with the fashions, the most
modern ones have zippers. Now that it has clothes to
travel in, let’s see where it goes. Travel in a town of
this size is fairly simple if you own a car. Believe it or
not, one of the big fiddles will fit into a coach very
nicely by putting the bigger end in the back seat and
the neck across the front seat. Let’s imagine a typical
short trip for the big fiddle: from the main ballroom
of a local hotel, into a packed
lobby, through the revolving

elevator, down to the
door, and across the

street to a parking lot two blocks away.
The huge “critter” is not only big, but also heavy,
especially at the end of a long, hot evening. It is very
fragile and at the same time so huge and unwieldy that

it takes a lot of patience as well as experience
“tote” it around

without bumping

it. Add

to

to this a

bundle of music, stands, and a P.A. system and you
really have a problem on your hands. It is too long to
carry in one hand like a suitcase and too broad to
clasp in your arms—the method defies description. I
thank my lucky stars that this isn’t New York or
Chicago with subways and taxis as the only means of

conveyance.

The bull fiddle is so fragile that an innocent, inconspicuous bump in the right spot can open one up from
top to bottom. Even if a bass player keeps a poker face,
don’t think that he doesn’t shudder when someone
swings a heavy object too close to his costly instrument and means of livelihood. Many freak accidents
happen to the big, clumsy “dog house.” About a year
ago I was driving to a job when some fellow ran into
my old car. I was worried more about the bass than
the car because the former was worth more and was
harder to find (before the war). Certain slightly intoxicated gentlemen love to show their skill on the bull
fiddle. This is a hazard that has to be dealt with diplomatically. As some are tipsy enough to be slightly
swaying to and fro, there is always the danger of their
swaying too far with the bass clasped in their arms.
One of the most amusing hardships of playing a job
is listening to wisecracks made by inebriate members
of the audience. The favorite is, “Let’s see you tuck
that thing under your chin.” Others ask, and even my
family teases me by saying, “Why didn’t you learn to
play a piccolo or a flute?” I always answer, “I play the
bass

because

I’m

they don’t know

tall,’

which

makes

no

sense,

but

the difference, anyway.

In spite of my profession, I pity a bass player’s girl
friend. Any musician’s best girl has it hard enough
with her lonely evenings, and dates that begin in the
“wee sma’ hours” although she has to be at work at
8 A. M. She hardly ever has a chance to go to a dance
with her boy friend, and, on New Year’s Eve, the best

she can do is to take care of somebody’s children.
bass player’s girl has to walk along the street at
distance from the precious instrument, looking
lected and feeling self-conscious. She becomes
at sitting in the car where the bass isn’t, and
skillful at opening doors and carrying stands

But a
a safe
negadept
grows
and

music. She has to be very patient and forbearing while
becoming accustomed
bass fiddle.

to playing

second

fiddle

to a
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The bass player’s worst competitors are in the modern dance band. There, the bass is supposed to be
heard above three blasing trumpets, two “doo-wahing”
trombones,

and

four ambitious

saxophones.

However,

the bass man still keeps fighting on every beat, while
the saxes and brass take turns at playing choruses. All
the other men get to stand up and take solos, while the
bassist’s only chance to solo is to sing (which I don’t).
At intermission when the other men get up from
their comfortable chairs to stretch their arms and
legs, the bass player makes a bee-line to the nearest
chair to rest his weary limbs.

In spite of this tale of the “blues,” I must admit

that I enjoy playing the double bass more than any
other instrument. There is something to the deep
thythm of the bass that captures my fancy, and I find
that in listening to any orchestra, swing or symphonic,
I hear, more than the others, the low full tones of the

supporting basses. I would rather play four solid beats
to the bar in a modern swing band, put the “oomph”
beat in some sweet Strauss waltz or the bottom in
one of Beethoven’s famous symphonies than be the
soloist in the spotlight.

ejb
PARADOX
It can start or check the tears,

Quiet or arouse my fears,
Sometimes stirs emotions deep,

Or again, in lulls of sleep,
It carries to and fro.
It fosters sloth, or calls to arms,

Derides defects, or praises charms,
Lifts to heaven, brings despair,

Freezes hearts, or urges prayer—
Contrary radio!
—Sister Mary

Fiorine, S.N.D.

DRAFTEE
He wished he could forget to think,
That his chain of life could Jose a link.
Slowly his heart began to sink,
The tears, he chased back with a wink,

He felt his courage quickly sink.
A year of learning how to die,
To kill, too, though he, asking “Why?”
He wondered whether he would cry.
But jauntily waving, hand held high,

With resolute eye, he said “Goodbye.”
—JANE
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Slocumb’s Syrup
@ By Joun F. AspELL
A hill-billy story that will give you

many

a

laugh.
HEY could see him coming clear down to
Squires Corners. From the amount of dust the

He looked affectionately at the aged machine. “Guess
ah was a’thinkin’ of wut ah was a’goin’ to do with all
that thar money once ah got back to ‘Tomkinsville,
when all of a once ’n’ a sudden ah seed this gol danged
milkin’ critter a-comin’ out’n tha alfalfa. Next thin’ ah
seed was the alfalfa a’comin’ out’n tha critter.”

old Essex was kicking up Gumtree Slocumb was in a
hurry.

Gumtree stopped to wipe the back of his hand
across his mouth leaving a dirty smudge of oil. “She

“Looks kinda like ol’ Slocumb ran into a bit of
trouble,” commented Jaken Crewe, checker-champion
proprietor of ‘Tomkinsville’s only gas emporium.

was

Gumtree’s

ancient

wreck,

a two-toned

model

half

a faded blue and the remainder red Kentucky mud,
steamed up to Jake’s “Flats Fixed—soc” sign, sputtered once and died on the spot. Its soul went up in a
cloud of oily, black smoke. The radiator had been

smack

dab

in

the

middle

of

the

road,

standin’

thar naked as a yard dog. ‘T'wer the oney thin’ that
could a-happened seein’ as how ‘Essy’s’ brakes ain’t
wut they used ter be. Afor ah knowed it that thar
cow is a-settin’ on the hood as purty as ya please. She’d
busted up the radiator somethin’ turrible an’ the
lamps ain’t whar they used ter be.”

Here

Gumtree

paused

to

exhibit

the

damaged

pushed back almost to the windshield causing the hood

Essex. “She were a-layin’ right thar,” he pointed,

to stick out on either side like a pair of wings. Gumtree climbed out through one of the rear doors, there
being no handles on the front ones, and stood there, a
big loose-jointed hill-billy, smiling through a two-day

ah couldn’t budge the critter. Ah couldn’t see fer
nothin’, so ah speeds up ol’ ‘Essy’, puts on the brakes,
and the cow keeps goin’. She jest layed thar by the
road makin’ quar noises and ah couldn’t do much to
he’p her miseary. Well, ah was a’packin’ to git on,
when a feller comes ‘long in a truck somethin’ lak
your'n Jake,” and he nodded his head in the direction
of an old Model A, “oney this truck runned good.”

beard.

Jake,

and

his

checker-partner,

Macom

Crewe,

happily pumped his oil-streaked hand.
“Kinda wondered when you'd be gettin’ back from
Florida,” said Macom. “How d’ja make out with that
‘Slocumb Syrup’ ya been peddlin’?”
Gumtree,

still

smiling,

said,

“Made

all

of

fifty

“an’

Jake looked doleful.

“Well, this feller here begins sayin’ thet the cow is

his’n an’ ah owed him fifty dollar.” Gumtree began to

dollar.”

get mad

“Fifty dollar!” echoed the two.
“Yup, fifty,” Gumtree said. “They shor went for ma

mixture down thar in Florida.”

all over

again.

“Fifty

dollar,”

he continued,

“was too much, ah figured fer any cow, ’specially one
tha’s mos’ daid. This feller says somethin’ "bout bein’
hospitable to furriners and takes me up to a farm of
his’n. Right smart place too. Had a new siloo, ’n’ one

of them new-fangled combines ’n’.. .
Slocumb’s Syrup was concocted from “the best mash
in the hills” as he always put it.

“Git on wif yer story Gum,” interrupted Jake, ”tain’t

got no interest in cumbines.”
“What'd ya do to yor machine?”
“Looks a leetle bashed up front.”
“Tangled

with

a dang

Florida roads,”’ Gumtree

cow

queried Macom.

on one

“Shore

of them

dern

said. “There I were,” he con-

tinued, “high tailin’ it fer ‘Tomkinsville a-singin’ an
a-whistlin’, with a sizable "mount of money in ma lef’
hind pockit. Yep,” he said thoughtfully, “they shor

tuk up with my syrup in Florida. Well thar ah was,” he
went on, “goin’ ‘long mindin’ ma business and ‘Essy’
perkin’ nice as ya please.”

out a
‘bout
down
gittin’

Jake,” said Gumtree,

“this feller, seems,

got

bunch of them readin’ books and showed me
some dang law. Peers lak thars an open-range
ther in Florida an’ if you’ns kills a cow without
killed yours’f you owed sumbody fifty dollar.”

“S’ppose if ya kilt yers’f
Macom added with sarcasm.
(Continued

on

it’s

page

jest

a doggone

tie,”

sixteen)
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Leaders Or Stooges?
Presidents who are stooges, editors of publications
who have to grab the latest issue to find out what it
contains, chairmen who do nothing, secretaries who
lose their minutes,

etc., characterize the University

of

Dayton campus leadership. In a different phrase, there
is very little student leadership in the extra-curricular
activities of this university.
There are far too many students who are not actively
engaged in even one extra-curricular activity on this
campus. Significant of this disinterest is the fact that
many liberal arts students do nothing but attend
classes, and activities are intended to be the laboratory
wherein the arts student applies his accumulated
knowledge.
Just as harmful to the general interest of the student
body is the person who joins every activity listed in
the yearbook, and oftentimes for that reason only. The
author, himself, may be listed in this category, for he is
involved in far too many activities and performs none
of his extra-curricular duties to the best of his ability.
U. D. is perhaps the most publicity-conscious campus
in the world, and many of the students involved in
only a reasonable number of organizations do so only
for the personal honor that they might receive. As a

result any club composed solely of parasite publicity
seekers contains but one real worker, the president, the

editor or whatever the leader’s title may be.
In some cases not even the elected leader is a real
leader. Consequently a few faculty advisers, despairing
of student leadership, have taken over the organizations
themselves, assuming all the responsibility, dictating to
the members, and sometimes actually doing most of
the work.

How can such activities develop student leadership?

‘The simple answer is that they do not, and should be

abolished as they do not aid the school in one of its
most important

Fortunately
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aims.

the

organizations

adviser performs all the work are in a very small majority. However the fact remains that most of the students
joining extra-curricular activity do not do so to learn all
that they can from the particular undertaking. When
the leader of an organization delegates a committee job
or any other kind of task to a student, it should be
done with the same thoroughness as if it were an English assignment or a job for which he were being paid.
Carefully performing the many individual tasks that in

their summation

the

faculty

in

life itself,

is the

one

true

Almost anyone can become the leader of some of the
campus organizations by shaking a few hands. The

reverse should be true—keen

competition

should exist,

as it actually does on many other college campuses, for

positions as editors, presidents, chairman, etc.

The only “silver lining” to the dark and dreary picture lies with ourselves. We must select a few activities
which will do us individually the most good, and
eliminate all others from our programs. The uninterested student who merely attends classes must begin to
accumulate “lab time” in extra-curricular activities. The
self-centered publicity seeker must resign from those
organizations which he joins merely to give the Daytonian photographer practice. We must all perform our
extra-curricular activities as if we someday wanted to
become the leader of the field. In this way will we
derive really valuable experience from our college
careers. In this way will we eliminate the perennial
gripe of faculty interference.

—H. R.

eS

Think It Over
What are we fighting for? In these days of total
war when each one of us is doing his part, working,
praying, knitting, studying, or buying bonds, to help
gain the final victory over those who have declared

that God and human

meaningless
again. Perhaps

in which

result

secret of success.

words,

rights and democracy are but

that

question

occurs

again

we meet it in casual conversation,

and
per-

haps in learned discussions, but always we are faced

with

thinking

it over

and

deciding

the answer.

It's easy to repeat the pat phrases “Save Democ-

racy’, “Preserve Christianity”, and “Keep the World
Free”, but the conflict that we are engaged in now
is something that goes deeper than slogans and flagwaving. ‘The proper understanding of this war, its
causes and its probable effects, and what it is actually
being fought about, these are the vital questions that
must be answered, not by idle words, but by sincere
convictions in the minds of each of us today. We are
destined to be leaders and we must know where we
are going; we must also know why and from where
we have come. The answer to the questions will come
to us only by serious and judicious thinking.
Several weeks ago many of us had the privilege of
listening to Dr. Edmund A. Walsh, vice president of
Georgetown university, as he spoke on “Democracy
and World Revolution”. His briet and interesting talk
helped clear up some of the things that had been
puzzling us for a long time, even before the advent of

the present conflict. But his talk was not only informa-

tive, it was especially thought-provoking; it caused
much discussion and was one of the few things that
seem to have made the average University of Dayton
student sit back and think.
That,

we

believe,

was

the

great

value

of his

talk.

Father Walsh’s half-hour at the university should be
just a starting point, an incentive for all of us to study
the problem further, to dig deeper beneath what appears on the surface. Another good peg upon which
to hang a line of thought would be the reading of
“The Declaration of Dependence” by Msgr. Fulton J.
Sheen. Perhaps the editorial page is not the place for
book reviews but we were so impressed by the book
that we cannot help but recommend it as an excellent
stimulant for thought, study and discussion. Although
written before our actual entry into the conflict, Msgr.
Sheen gives the right slant on the blame of the war
and answers intelligently the questions: What are we
fighting for? and What are the conditions for a just
war? Besides a discussion of justice and judgment, a
plan is presented for the restoration of international
justice to the warring world.
Father Walsh’s talk, Msgr. Sheen’s book, and many
other things that we can see and hear, all can be commended as informative and instructive. More than
that, they are invaluable as stimulants of clear, logical,

Junior Class to vote upon any and all points concerning
the dance. The

price of admission

was settled by a

majority vote. So there should be no kick coming
there.

When in the past has any U. D dance lasted for four
hours? Certainly we must be expected to pay a little
extra for such an extended dance.
As for the orchestra—with proof through letters and
knowledge of the goings on, I can say that ar ample
number of good bands were contacted. True—Bob
Astor is not a Glenn Miller or a Tommy Dorsey, but

he did have a solid outfit. Let’s thank the Lord he

wasn't a Sammy
I am

quite

Kaye.

sure

there

was

no

misrepresentation

offered in the form of a dinner with the price of

admission. There was no such misinterpretation possible
from the invitations and no ticket sales made under

that

pretense.

Anyway,

whoever

heard

of a dinner

dance for three dollars? The Junior Prom was never
intended to be a weiner roast! You can believe me

when I say no dinner dance of any caliber can possibly
be run for a three dollar bid.

I am afraid that our little “Man Who Came To
Dinner” is suffering from an overdose of sour grapes.
It is about time that we got over our indigestion and
settled our stomachs with a little common sense.
The Junior Prom was not a money making scheme.
It was primarily for merry-making and from all I saw
and heard at the prom, everyone had a grand time,
at least the majority. In fact a number named it the
very best dance of the university in many a moon.

Of course

there is one deplorable item

about

the

Junior Prom and it is this: The junior class did not

provide a gilt-edged, lace-covered accounting of all its
activities concerning the band and other arrangements
prior to the dance. The mistake was made because it
was thought that any persons out-side the various prom
committees who were curious could ask a few questions
and have their difficulties cleared up. But, it was a

grave error, for no questions were asked, and as a result

and deep thinking. Upon the correctness and clearness
of our thinking may well depend the future of our

our perennial critics are again at their chosen work.

a5—Be
Letters To The Editor

I, for one, am very sorry that our little “man” did
not enjoy the prom. It is a shame that he should miss
out on the fun because his little head was so filled with
worries about the management of the dance.

February 12, 1942.
Dear Editor:
I think it is about time that all this quibbling about
the Junior Prom should come to an end. There seems
to be a small clique about the campus who are rather

Well, at least he showed good spirit in looking after
the welfare of the university so diligently. Naturally
we can never believe he wrote that lovely letter out of
personal resentment, can we?

mode of life. Think it over.—Jack Jones.

bitter over the fact that their opinions on the handling

of the dance were not observed. However these few
persons had their chance as well as any others in the

Disgusted,
—R. J. ZimMERMan, ’43.
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CWLEVL
WOMEN’S

WEARING

OF THE

GREEN

“It’s a great day for the Irish!” goes the saying, but
this day is also a great occasion for others than the
Irish. The Irish have, however, taken the good saint
to their hearts and honored him with this one day,
March 17, which stirs a sympathetic chord in the
hearts of Irishmen in all parts of the world, whether
actually engaged in war or not.
The

Irish are a distinctive

EDITOR

... Berry Kay

to mind the story of how he rid the land of its scourge
of snakes.
Perhaps these symbols have lost much of their significance to the younger generation of Irish-Americans.
With the five-and-dime stores displaying shamrocks
and small clay pipes by the thousands, and with many
people who only dimly realize the significance of the
day planning to celebrate St. Patrick’s day with the
Irish, much of the meaning of the time is lost.

race; their racial charac-

teristics are well marked. ‘They are quick-tempered,
but under this hot-headedness they have a soft spot in
their hearts for sentiment. At the mention of St.
Patrick, the true Irishman will smile, and with a light
in his eyes, he will agree with you that Ireland is happy
to have St. Patrick as its Patron Saint, the guardian of
every Irishman, wherever he may be.

This is the time to sing Irish songs and dance Irish
dances. It is the time to think of Ireland and fellowIrishmen. It is the time to think of the strong, independent Irish and their part in American life. Many a
home will no doubt be echoing to the strains of “The
Wearing of the Green’ ’or “Come back to Erin,” and
many a floor will vibrate under feet dancing to the
tune of the “Irish Washerwoman”

Characteristic of the day is the color green, reminding the Irish of their own green hills and valleys in

Erie. It also reminds them of the shamrocks which
spring up in the springtime, and in keeping with this
thought, the shamrock has become a symbol for the
day.

The word “snakes” would seem

incongruous here

except for the fact that nearly everyone is familiar with
the legend as set forth in an Irish folk song: “St.
Patrick
chased

he

chased

all the

all the

snakes

snakes

till there

from

were

none

the

or “Rory O’Moore,”

tunes which are familiar throughout the nation. Many
an appetite will quicken when the familiar odor of
Irish stew permeates the atmosphere, or corned beef
and cabbage appears on the table. Many shining faces
will gather together in reunion for this one day of the
year reserved solely for the Irish.
Predominating

the happy,

carefree

occasion,

how-

ever, will be the thought expressed in the familiar and
often-sung, well-beloved Irish song, “Killarney”:

mireland,

in Ireland.”

Thus no one thinks about St. Patrick without recalling
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Bocarr

“By

Killarney’s

bays

lake

and

fells, Em’rald

isle’s winding

Mountain paths and wood-land dells, Mem’ry ever
fondly strays,
Bounteous nature loves all lands, Beauty wanders
ev rywhere,
Footprints leaves on many strands, But her home is
surely there.
Angels fold their wings and rest In that Eden of the

with your hair . . . get drastic if necessary and fix it in
a way you never dreamed before of doing . . . but
whatever you do be different! Don’t stick to same
styled hair-do because wearing last year’s hair style is
like wearing last year’s hat. And remember, no matter
the style of your hair, keep your locks shiny and well
kept—that

counts, too, you know!

west,

Beauty’s home, Killarney, Ever fair Killarney.

25—te
MOON MIST

??

—Kay Kunka.

ai—te
THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT

About three years ago, the girls at Smith College
up Massachusetts way introduced the short-short hairdo. They liked it because it was a good way to “neat
in a minute . . . just run a comb through it, and you're
all ready.” ‘Today women everywhere are copying this
cropped hair style because in a life of alertness and
activity they do not have time to spend on the
arrangements. With the whisk of a comb they have
their curls and waves in place.
For the girl who still craves long tresses, there are
many ways to wear the hair. She can put her long bob
in pigtails and bow them at the ends. Still retaining
the braids, she can put them in macaroons over each
ear. Something not new and different but very chic, is
gathering the back locks in a peruke (just like George
Washington’s) and holding the curls in place with a
neat little bow. If you want your hair short but not
fluffy wear it in an all-around soft roll. This type of
hait-do will give you that ultra-sleek look good for
both daytime and evening wear.
Bangs should give an added flare to hair whether
short or long but bangs should be suited to the style
of your hair. With pigtails try a fluffy pompadoured
bang and wear it, too, with your long luxuriantly curled
locks. Cut your bangs short and wear them straight
except for a slight underturn in the ends.
You can decorate your hair to suit your fancy. Bow
the ends of your pigtails with matching nibbons or two
colored ones, or you can make bows from bits of gay
colored yarn. For evening try a velveteen ribbon or
wear fresh flowers in your curled pompadour. You can
be different and wear hair clips of velveteen nbbon in a
mink tail loop or try a rhinestone-studded bow to give
a sparkling effect to your curls. Barrettes can be used
to hold your peruke bob in places, or let two small
golden hands serve the purpose.
Wearing neat little bows on bobby-pins to match the
plaid in your wool skirt will give that purely personal
touch, or wear perky plaid taffeta ribbons. Tie little
bells to these bows or place a little insignia pin on the
knot of the bow for an exclusive touch.

Fashion magazines all say to do something different

—B. K. B.

On a warm, seemingly desolate coast stands a Dutch
airman alone.
He is silently drinking the moon’s encircling mist.
He is deeply engrossed in thoughts. He is thinking
of his Gretchen and how together they had walked
through the nodding tulip fields each spring evening.
This is the same kind moon

that had shone on them,

pale and serene. Together they drank the silver mist
which intoxicated their spirits.
But this spring—his thoughts shift once more to the
present. This spring will be worse even than that of
last year, he thought. It will be a spring of peril, horror,
and destruction again. It will bring not flowers nor
moon mist but—. No use thinking about it; again he
stared at the moon.
What were those lines Gretchen used to say about
the moon? He searchd his thoughts and recalled those
lines of hers, which for

a moment

seemed far removed

. Each evening across the dim sky rides a silent lady
in a placid sphere . . . riding . . . riding . . . into a
misty fringe of silver . . . riding . . . riding.

He could see the bright-clad children scampering
among the rows of slender buds. He could feel the
soft breezes that touched the lips of the tulips making
the fields sway like magnificant rainbows. He could see
the windmills standing like sombre sentinels guarding the vivid waves.
All of this was home. A dreadful nostalgia swept over
him and he lay quietly on the beach to await the call
of duty if it came.
Gretchen seemed so near that he could reach out and
touch her and yet she seemed intangible. She always
drifted away into the mist. He drank again the mist
and she returned. The moon beamed low and gave
her blessing. The mist was now deepening and its
silver strands saturated the air. This time she had
disappeared into the deepness and was gone.He reached
out in frenzy . . . Somehow I'll find her, some day . . .
A piercing bell sounded. Startled he clamored to his
feet, but the nostalgia had gone in the face of fear.
He heard the commander saying in a calm voice:
“Man your planes, the Japs are coming again just as
we had anticipated. We have plenty of time; keep a
cool head. They can’t last long, tonight the moon’s in

our favor...”

—CELIA HIMEs.
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(Continued

from

page four)

erly attended; cheaters who get good grades by copying
from others’ papers; persons who will never admit they
are wrong; women who persist in wearing hats in a
theater or auditorium;

men

who

think all women

Beginning college work at the age of twenty-eight, as
I did, has both advantages and disadvantages, with the
latter far out-weighing the former. Anyone who enters
school after being away from it several years is confronted with the problem of learning again how to
study. The adjustment is more easily made in night
school classes where all students are adults. In day
school classes the older-than-average college student can
never hope to fit completely into the student body. He
has in his favor, though, the ability to apply to his
work a mature point of view. And usually he is motivated by the knowledge that his own monetary output
is providing his higher education. He is not so likely,
therefore, to squander time as are Betty Coed and Joe
College who rely on papa’s pocketbook to pay their

are

poor drivers and that no woman can possibly be as
intelligent as a man; persons who borrow books and
other articles and forget to return them; persons who
consistently come late for appointments; persons who
neglect to hold a door open for one behind them; and
persons who consider themselves Catholic because
they go to Mass on Sunday and to the Sacraments once
a year.

Concerning life in general, I believe that there are
more good than bad persons in the world; that young
people today have better integrated personalities than

those of us who

reached

adulthood

in the

way.

’20’s; that

marriage is more likely to be successful if contracted
between the ages of 21 and 25; and that a college
“attachment” can frequently be not mere “puppy
love” but real abiding love.

Regarding college education, I firmly believe that
all who are mentally capable should make every effort
to obtain a bachelor’s degree. I would not be attending
U. of D. at the age of thirty if I had not long ago realized I lacked the background one can attain only
through college. I do not believe, however, that a
college degree is a prerequisite for worldly success.

While an adult can achieve in day school his pri_ Mary purpose of gaining an educaticn, he lacks almost
completely the valuable assets regular college-age students acquire from extra-curricular activities, social
functions, and close comradeship. The best time for
going to college is immediately after leaving high
school. In individual cases like my own, wherein a
college education is out of the question at the time of
graduation from high school, I believe it is never too
late to begin. The necessary adjustment is worth making no matter how superannuated a student one
may be.

este
(Continued

from

page

eleven)

“This feller,” explained Gumtree, “says cows ain’t
s’pposed to know ’about traffic rules, but ah still thot
fifty dollar was too much for a daid critter like that
one was.”
Gumtree turned and spat clear over Essy’s hood.
“This feller was real hospitable an’ invites me up to
stay fer a couple days an’ that’s how ah met up with
Clary.” A far away look came into Gumtree Slocumb’s
eyes and he stood there looking like a cat that didn’t
feel so good.
“Who’s Clary?” said Jake.
“Sounds like a gal,” ventured Macom.
“Yup,” said Gumtree.
“She purty?” asked Jake.
“Yup,”

Gumtree

said. “Purtier

than

that siloo. She

fifty dollar ah made on ma syrup an’ put a payment on
part of her paw’s house. Ah figured it was wuth it. Her
paw was right smart happy bout tha whole thin’. Ah
don’t guess many fellers gets out that a-way. All those
tall, funny-lookin’ trees ’n’ swamps ’n’ skeeters.” This
last mentioned caused Gumtree to scratch the back of
his neck violently.
“Well,” said Gumtree, “this feller forgot "bout the
dang cow ah bashed an’ called tha minister. It took
‘im a day or so to find tha place, but he performed the
ceremonies. Ah owes him two dollar an’ fo’ bits.”
“What were tha fo’ bits fer?” asked Jake.
“Ah didn’t have no weddin’ ring so he brought one
along,” Gumtree said.
“But say,” wondered Macon, “if you got yourse’f a
purty wife down thar in Florida an’ you got fifty dollar

this feller’s daughter. Ah first seed her standin’ with
the hawgs, purty as a picture an’ barefooted as a yard
dog.” That was one of Gumtree’s favorite expressions.

-up

make a

have no squabble. Jest came back to git ma still!”

“We struck it off mighty fanciful from the start,” he
went on. “Nex’ day Clary said she loved me. She did
tasteful
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piece

of cornbread.

So

ah

took

the

on a house ’n’ siloo’s ’n’ cumbines, what’cha doin’ back

h’yar

in

Kaintucky?

Didn’t

have

no

squabble

did ya?”
Gumtree pawed the ground with the toe of his
high boot, looked’ up finally and said, “Nope, didn’t

® By Mary C. Ferris
And
about

sure it is ye will be wantin’
St. Patrick

and

the Irish on

to read
St. Pat-

rick’s day, and here is your chance offered by
a lassie whose ancestors came over from the
Emerald Isle.

Jose

as the greatest living

Inshman,

Eamon

de

Valeria, was born in New York, the greatest Irishman of all times, Saint Patrick, was born in Scotland.
Saint Patrick became an Irishman through compulsion,

for at the age of sixteen he was kidnapped and carried
to Ireland where he was sold as a slave to a druid, named

Milchu. Saint Patrick also became an Irishman by invitation because after having fled to his native Scotland
he saw visions of the men of Erin who cried to him,
“Come back, oh, Patrick! and walk cnce more amongst

is.” Finally Saint Patrick was made Insh by adoption,

thing lived in Ireland. But then began a battle of a
different kind. An angel told Patrick that God would
gather into heaven as many of the Irish as would cover
the land and sea as far as his vision extended. Saint
Patrick wasn’t satisfied. He continued in prayer and
penance, and each day the angel returned with new
concessions,

but

Patrick

held

out

until

the

Lord

granted him a contract that satisfied him. The terms
of the contract are these: Through Patrick’s intercession many will be freed from Purgatory; those who in
the right disposition recite his hymn before death will
attain heaven;

barbaric hordes

shall never obtain

con-

trol of the Church; seven years before judgement day
the sea will cover Ireland sparing the Irish from the
terrors

of

the

anti-Christ;

and

finally,

Saint

Patrick

since Ireland has taken him to her heart and claims
him as her own. No one has a better claim to Irish

himself shall judge the Irish on the last day.

nationality.

I can’t help thinking that the Irish population of
heaven must make up a goodly portion of the heavenly
elite. Saint Patrick in his episcopal robes is quite close
to our Lord, and he still begs favors from Him for his
friends on earth. There are the saintly monks and
scholars who perpetuated learning and culture during
the Dark Ages. There are the Irish nuns who led holy
and heroic lives. ‘here are the priests who defied the

No man has ever been more greatly honored. Through
bloody centuries the Irish have sanctified his memory
by clinging to his gift of the holy Faith. On a dark
night, before Easter Sunday, he lit the Paschal fire in
defiance of an edict by Leoghaire that all fires were to
be extinguished until the signal blaze at Tara. The
druids then prophesied that tinless Patrick’s flame was
extinguished that night it would burn in Ireland forever. God Himself also promised Saint Patrick on his
deathbed that Ireland would never apostatize. As he
and Saint Brigid were praying he saw Ireland gloriously
illuminated by faith, but the rays began to fade until
there was left but a glimmering in the valleys. The
dying man prayed with all his might that it would not
become extinct. As he pleaded, the light increased to
its former brilliance, and God

told him that such shall

be the abiding splendor of the Faith in Ireland.
My favorite story about Saint Patrick and the favors
he obtained for the Irish tells of how he once climbed
a mountain,

now

called in his honor,

Croagh

Patrick,

there to give himself up to prayer, fasting, and penance.
All the evil spirits in the country became alarmed and
swarmed over him in the most hideous shapes. After
trying vainly to dispel them, he rang the bell with
which he summoned people to prayer. The spirits fled,
and when he flung it in their midst, they hurled themselves into the sea. For seven years after that no evil

rack and scaffold to minister to their people. Not a few
of the Irish wear the martyr’s crown. The chief glory
of Ireland, though, is in the thousands of men and
women who in the midst of starvation and destitution,
often without a roof over their heads, held to the
Faith, which was often the fundamental reason for

their persecution and suffering.
So on March
shamrocks and
ber that what
justified. The
symbol of faith

17, when you see the Irish with their
green ribbons and broad smiles, remempride they have in their nationality is
three little green leaves, originally a
in the Blessed Trinity, are beloved by

all Americans,

whether

Irish or otherwise.

We

owe

a

debt of gratitude to the Irish not only because of the
large percentage of Irishmen who fought in the Revolutionary War (and every other war for that matter),
not only because they built our railroads, not only because they gave us men like John Berry, Thomas
Meagher, and Victor Herbert, but because it is the Irish

who are mainly responsible for the development
the Catholic Church in the United States.

of
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The Master Stroke
@ By Syzvia Scotr

A good story with a surprise ending.

Kee
BAUMAN was certainly a success. One
could tell from looking at him, from the way
he held his chest out, and his head up that he made
his life a wonderful series of accomplishments. Now,
at the age of fifty-one he could wear a white carnation
in his buttonhole every morning, and come into his
red-leather-upholstered office at ten o’clock. ‘There was
certainly nothing that Eric Bauman lacked. He had
a successful business, a lovely home in the suburbs,
and a charming wife. All this everyone knew, for Eric
Bauman was a public figure, and what he did or what
his wife did, or what kind of flowers they planted in
their garden was always good conversation.

Suddenly Enc Bauman was not Eric Bauman the
philanthropist, horticulturist, or public-spirited citizen.
He was Enc Bauman the man, and a problem was
weighing upon his soul. He ran his fingers through his
hair. His business? No, that was safe enough. His wife?
No,

bless her, she would

what could cause
smooth forhead? He
read it once again.
and re-read it since

always

stand by him.

Then

these furrows on Eric Bauman’s
took from his pocket a letter, and
Oh, how many times had he read
he had first opened it! There it

was, in black and white, and at the bottom, “You have

one more chance. A false move and you're finished.”
Eric Bauman shuddered. Now he wished he had
avoided the whole affair. He should have known that
to trifle with such a person was folly. And yet .
surely there must be a way out. He sat down and
thought. He paced the floor and thought. He stared
out

of

the

window,

and

searched

his

brain

for

the

sit exactly ten o’clock Eric Bauman walked into his
office. “Good morning, Mr. Bauman.” “Good morning,
Miss Allen.” So it had been for the past eight years.
Eric Bauman looked the same, and yet to a close observer, a slight change might be visible. His chest was
still out, but there was a slight droop to the shoulders.

answer. ‘here had to be a way out! He knew his wife
would not care no matter if he failed and failed miserably, but his name would bear a blot down through
generations if . . . That must not be! Oh, what to do
. . what to do!

His head was still up, but there was the hint of an
ironic twist at the corner of his mouth. Miss Allen did

At exactly eleven-fifteen Eric Bauman rushed out of
his office. “Miss Allen! All is not lost!” There was a

not notice. Appointments, letters, and interviews were
her fortes, not watching for changes in her employer’s

demeanor.
Mr. Bauman walked into his office and closed the
door behind him. He changed his mind and opened
the door and said to Miss Allen, “I am going to be
busy. Please do not disturb me until I ring for you.”
He closed the door again.

smile on his face, and his shoulders

that familiar

well, Mr.

Bauman,”

said Miss Allen. “At once.”

Miss

Allen did not mind the peculiarities of her employer.
Working for him was an excellect position, for was
he not, besides being a financial success, the champion

of the correspondence method of playing chess?

ajo
THE HARPIST
Her fingers, strong and supple
Plucked the crystal drops of music
From the strings.
They tumbled, clear and liquid
From her fingers back into the rolling sea of
Of silence.
—Sytvia SCOTT.
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had

lift to them. “I’ve done it. Send this letter off at once.
See? Here’s my castle and here’s my knight, and if I
move my bishop here, I have his king in check!” “Very

A Scotch Novelist
@ By Joun T. Kurz
You have read “Treasure Island” but what
do you know about the life of its author?
This article will refresh your memory on the
biography of Robert Louis Stevenson.

Stevenson

was a writer of many stories, essays,

and poems. At no time, however, was he preoccupied with one particuar form of art. He started his
career at the age of six; the work which he produced
was an essay upon the history of Moses. In return for
his efforts he received the gift of a Bible picture book.
Stevenson had a pamphlet published when he was
sixteen years old. His first book to be published was
An Island Voyage.
He claimed to be a man who did not forget his own
life, and in accordance with his practice “he has supplied us with numerous essays in which we may trace
his growth and experience. In some of his works we
can find “an account perfectly accurate, of the Stevenson family.”
As a boy he was expected by his parents to become
an engineer. His family, true to its Scot’s instinct, had

always been rather strict religious disciplinarians. His
grandfather was, in fact, a clergyman. In accordance
with his parents’ original wish, he began his training
at Edinburgh University in order to become a civil
engineer. His experiences at Edinburgh were, as his
other experiences had been, recorded in his writiags.

cence

are

more

personal

experiences

than

original

creations. Some writers even think that Stevenson himself was the only youth he ever knew.
He was so distinguished a craftsman that he could
often deceive his critics. But his habit of being able to
deceive himself was more serious. This habit, however,

was probably due to the laws of supply and demand.
Stevenson is able to capture us, as for instance, in the
story of Treasure Island. But this story is really never

a “fine flood of narrative.” Most of us have read one
or the other of his short stories. We

must agree that

they do possess unity, but in the majority of these,
very few can be found which are, in any true sense, a
narrative.
We

cannot, however, pass over any one of the char-

acter creations of Stevenson’s works. The great hero of
his longest work is not David Balfour, who possesses, at
times,

traits of the author;

rather,

‘““Alan Breck

Stew-

ard is a greater creation. He is considered one of the
most lovable characters in all literature.”

It took considerable effort, but he convinced his father,

We wonder if Robert Louis Stevenson will live? It
is easy to recognize that the “literary reputation of
Stevenson is made of good stuff.” He shares with
Goldsmith and Montaigne, his own favorite, the power
of making friends and lovers among his readers. “To
be the most beloved of English writers—what a title

at least partially, that this was his true vocation. Upon

that is for a man!” says Thackeray.

Life at the University influenced him greatly, as
far as his literary career was concerned. Robert Louis
was convinced that he was to “make his way by letters.”

the death of his father, Stevenson moved to New York.

Several years later he wandered much among the South
Sea Islands; he finally bought a home and settled in
Samoa.
“Since Stevenson’s time there have been few essayists of classic rank.” Stevenson’s portrayals of adoles-

We know that Stevenson was and is still well liked
by readers. It is hard to estimate the “loss to letters”
caused by his early death. He died in 1894, “free from
the vanity of fame,” and believing that the best artist
is not the man who fixes his eye on posterity, but the
one who loves the practice of his art.
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POTPOURRI
WHO? US?
Name-calling is such a popular pastime these days
that it is only after considerable hesitation that we dare
to voice an opinion on current events. But, nothing
tried, nothing gained—so here goes!
Who

started this mess, anyway?

of course, this second

installment

conditions—not

even

ah—be

By mess, I mean,

INTUITION

of the “war to end

all wars.” Those who claim that Herr Adolph is solely
responsible for the present state of affairs pay that
gentleman an undeserved compliment. No one man
could have caused such a fundamental disturbance in

world

the most beloved of all the family because you represent the hope of the future” (Pius XI). Give Christ
American youth and you have given Him a better
America and a better world!
—JOsEPH STEFANELLI.

Uncle

Joe

Stalin!

The

cause 1s deeper, and because deeper more dangerous.
Who started this mess? We did—all of us—those
who are in the midst of the blitz “over there” and

those of us in the war over three thousand miles away.
The blame should be laid not to one or two individuals or nations, but to a world-wide philosophy of
indifference or opposition to the things of God. And
this is where we come in. As a nation we have been
and still are indifferent to God and as a nation we
must return to Him if we wish His blessing—without
Him we can do nothing. “The victory will always remain with the Creator . . . for destruction dogs the
heels of man most closely at the very moment that he
is most presumptuous in his hope of triumph.”

“But Madame,
Naval officer!”

he’s got his heart set on being

a

The speaker was a man in his early thirties. His
figure was thin and his pale face framed in a queued
wig, set with puzzled anger.
The person to whom he spoke was a woman seated
in a Heppelwhite chair. Her age would have been
difficult to guess. Her face was smooth but beneath the
muslin cap she wore, her hair was grey. She wore a
Watteau saque of the Georgian period and in her lap
was an embroidery frame at which she frowned.
“You’ve made him promise not te go to sea and it'll
break the boy’s heart,” the man accused.
The woman in the chair looked up, troubled.
“Oh, Laurence, do you think I don’t know how he

(Pius X.)

felt? I know what it cost him to promise that. He’s my

Working on the priciple of “you can’t give what you
haven’t got,” we can draw the following conclusions:
To bring peace to Europe we must bring Christ to
Europe: to bring Christ to Europe we must first bring
Christ to America: to bring Christ to America we must
bring Christ into our private and social lives: and
Christ can be brought into our lives effectively through
the means by which He was first brought to mankind

“It'll hurt his character,” the bewigged man prophesied. “Make him a mollycoddle.”

—through Mary, through her prayers, her petitions, her

“I felt very mean to be the one to shatter his dream
you may be sure, Laurence,” she went on, “but I was

son, isn’t he?”

merits.

“Oh,

no.”

The

troubled

look

on the woman’s

face

was swiftly replaced by a proud smile. “Not my son; he
stood there so tall for his fourteen years and made his
decision like a man.”

proud, too, that he loved me enough to give up his
And Christ must be brought into OUR lives, for the

chosen career at my pleadings.”

youth of today is the nation of tomorrow: if the world
is to be better, it is up to us to make
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it so. “You

are

The

man

Laurence

nodded

his head.

“Fine boy,” he mumbled.

“Everybody

loves him.”

“But you’ve given no reason,—I mean—after all—
there must be a reason.” His suppressed emotion
seemed to make Laurence somewhat incoherent.
“Well,

it

isn’t

exactly

a

reason,”

confessed

the

woman, her eyes on the embroidery. “It’s more of a
feeling. I asked my son not to go to sea because I have
a feeling—” she halted in search of the right expression.
“No, it is more than a feeling. 1 know, just as if
someone had told me, that if he stays here, my son
George Washington will be something better than a
British sailor!”
—JOHN WHarTON.

5

THE

be

PRIVILEGED

FEW

What a privileged lot we are! That may seem smug
and conceited, but I think you will agree it is true.
You and I, the students of today, have mental wealth
and riches which

no one can ever steal, confiscate, or

mar. Knowledge and education makes us lords and
ladies among so many serfs. This would indeed be a
cheerful and heartening picture were it not for one
flaw. Are we appreciative and grateful for the advantages which are ours? It would seem not.
Why some people waste valuable time by going to
college is an unsolved mystery for me. They come to
school,

go

to class when

the

urge

comes

over

them,

and do a minimum of work if any at all. Such people,
even though they are a minority I think, merely expose themselves to education but see to it that it
makes little impression on them. Such folly! We will
benefit and reap the rewards of success and satisfaction
in just the proportion that we put forth an effort.
It has taken only a few months of war to show us

with startling realization that tangible things in life
have little lasting value. More and more we are going
to have to rely on our own resources for a livelihood

and for happiness itself. The secure life we have been
resting upon has been snatched from beneath us. What
have we left? Well, that all depends on what we want
to make it. If our intellectual and spiritual foundation
is firm, we can hold our heads up, our shoulders square,
and face this changing world unafraid.
We have had a fortune thrown into our laps. We can
accept it and invest it developing and extending our
vision or discard it. The decision must be our own; no

one can do our thinking for us. We

are men

and

women, and this efficient and demanding world will
expect us to contribute something constructive. The
years we spend in college make up such a small part
of our lives. There is much intellectual wealth to be
absorbed and so little time in which to accomplish it.
If we turn away and refuse to tackle the hard work
with a vengeance and sacrifice the time which we
might wish to spend in leisurely relaxation, the time
will come when we will be profoundly regretful. Then
it will be too late. Opportunity has a way of slipping
by not to return.

The Spaniards have a way of fluently and delightfully expressing themselves. One of their proverbs says:
“The pleasures of the sense pass quickly; those of the
heart become

sorrows,

but those of the mind

endure

... even unto the end of the journey.” Peace of mind
and happiness can be ours for the asking. It lies within
us. Under the world’s armor of wrath and hatred
beats a heart of simplicity seeking the joys of a full
and contented mind. We have before us one of the
greatest opportunities of our lives. We're not intellectual shirkers. Let’s make the very most of it.
—Mouriet Musser.

a5—te
ACCELERATION

OF EDUCATION

Many times since the outbreak of hostilities abroad,
we have heard the term

“total war.” Now,

we too are

engaged in a total war. In order to understand fully
why the administration has requested acceleration in
education, we must first be able to comprehend the
meaning of this term. In a “total war,” such as we
now are fighting, not only our armed forces—army,
navy, marine, and air corps, but also every possible
resource must be conscripted in a drive for final victory. It is therefore essential that our educational system, which is truly one of our greatest resources, be
speeded up.

The next question which naturally arises is “How
can we accelerate without lowering educational standards?” ‘To this query, there is but one answer—individual cooperation by the students. The new program
will surely bring some hardships. Perhaps it will mean
giving up much spare time throughout the day, sacrificing a source of financial assistance, or even losing a
large part of the summer vacation. In any case, it will
require much more effort on the part of the individual
student. ‘The responsibility for the success or failure of
the project is squarely on his shoulders. It is a staggering
load. May God give him strength to carry it nobly!

—R. A. WELsu.
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THE GRACE

OF GUADALUPE

sanctioned the devotion to our Lady under this particular title. In our own days, the late Pope Pius XI
of happy memory, endorsed the appelation—“Queen
of All the Americas” as the coronation ceremony in
Mexico.

By FrANcEes PAarRKINSON KEYES
Julian Messner,

Inc.

Frances Parkinson Keyes has given us a masterpiece
of honest effort. Her book is a godsend in these dreadful days of social and political upheaval. ‘The Mother
of God has been invoked repeatedly in times of trial
and distress. Would it not be the proper and appropriate thing to call on her now, in this period of war?
We have her assurance in the words she spoke to
Diego: “I am a merciful Mother to thee and to all thy
fellow people who love me and trust me and invoke
my help. I listen to their lamentations and solace all
their sorrows and their suffering.” ‘The Grace of Gaudalupe, as the author has termed her, is the Patroness of
the Americas. God grant that the devotion so prevalent among the Mexican people, radiate from that
center throughout the entire Western Hemisphere. ‘T’o
make the Grace of Guadalupe known universally is the
author’s aim in writing the book.
In this historical narrative, Frances Parkinson Keyes
gives a detailed account of the apparition of our
Blessed Lady to a simple, unassuming, and God-fearing
Indian peasant by the name of Juan Diego. Meckness
and deep-rooted piety are characteristics which distinguish him from his fierce Aztec tribe. He is instrumental in carrying out the honorable but difficult and
burdensome task of making this apparition known to
Zumarraga, the first Bishop of Mexico. Futile are the
Indian’s attempts in convincing the Bishop of the
validity of the apparition and that the latter is the one
entrusted with the building of the shrine of Our Lady
of Guadalupe in Mexico City. The Bishop considers
it all an illusion. His demand for a prodigius sign in
proof of the miraculous scene is granted. ‘The wondrous bouquet of Castilian roses, gathered at an unusual time, as well as the miraculous image of our

Blessed Lady embroidered in Juan’s “tilma” is sufficient

As author of the book, Frances Keyes has to be
complimented for her pleasing style of writing. The
figurative and beautiful descriptions of scenery are particularly appealing. In the introduction, the reader
can not help being plunged into the busy plaza of
Mexico City, as well as being one of the worshippers
in the Basillica. She has woven the incidents that make
for a history in an excellent manner. The selection of
the title is no doubt specific, new, and attractive. A
striking feature of this book is the numerous illustrations of scenes befitting the subject discussed. The
details of character portrayal and description of scenery
are artistically interwoven and noteworthy.
We hope, that as a recompense for the author’s
efforts, this work may bring Our Lady of Guadalupe
nearer to the hearts of all American people and that
through her intercession she may be a source of joy,
help, and inspiration to them.
—Sister M. Vincrana,

M.S.C.
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ERIC GILL—AN
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Devin-Adair

Most of us talk much about an autobiography and
perhaps to ourselves we could hardly get around to an
autobiography. And we wonder who in the world is
Eric Gill that he should take it upon himself to write
his, and to have it accepted as the best Catholic book

of 1940! That is, before we read the book.

evidence in authenticating the rare occurrence.
Eric Gill is an English cousin of curs who puts himOur faith in the tradition of this story will not waver

since the Popes of various times have approved
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and

self

up

as

the

twentieth

century

Augustine.

This

“autopsychography” is his “Confessions.’”” Having done

nothing remarkable in the line of action—so he says!—

help the people of her small town to become settled

he has had to take us into the intricately simple workings of his mind. Always he was the ungrateful rebel,
lovable, but far too independent to love many in return.

and happy. She is not one of those prying gossips, and
yet she always manages to know what is going on in
the community. Tenny has no faith in the leaders of
the Boomer Army who promise free land to the poor
people and who make one excursion after the other to
the promised land, Oklahoma, only to fail again and
again. But finally strange happenings cause her to
change her opinion of these pioneers, and like the
honest woman that she is, she shows her change of
heart in her own way.

So humble, he had to make

up his own

religion, then

discovered Someone had beat him to it. His trade was
art, but art as he felt it should be, not exactly incidental, but secondary to utility. For his creation he held
himself alone responsible and no other hand, and

especially no machine might help him. Life was “O
God! what pleasures . . . what pains!”
His book, upon reflection, remains excellent. But
reflection does bring certain disagreements with certain points of Gill’s philosophy. These will vary with
the individual readers if all of them are not completely
won over by his simplicity. Gill was a powerful man.
His autobiography is a powerful book. Incidentally, it
is not his first book though his last and published after
his death.

The majority of women are sure to find this novel an

entertaining mixture of fiction and history. One cannot
be certain what men will think of it. Perhaps there is
too much love and not enough of the sterner ingredi-

ents for them. They will have just to read it and find
out.

—Dortiz Dustman.

aj—te
LONG MEADOWS

It does not end with his last sentence. Appended at
least to the Devin-Adair, Catholic Book Club edition,
are illustrations of Gill’s own art that accents “func-

By Minnie Hire Moopy

t»ynal simplicity.” They complement a masterpiece.
—Mucuaert

Dorsey.

MacMillan

esj—t
ACROSS

THE PRAIRIES

By Dora AYDELOTTE
Appleton-Century
Judging from the title of Dora Aydelotte’s novel
Across the Prairies one might imagine that it is filled
with Indians, covered wagons, and campfires from cover
to cover. We

soon discover, however,

that these inter-

ests are neatly interwoven with the trials and tribulations of the people of a small prairie town on the
Kansas frontier.
If it were not for the depression the public might
never had the pleasure of reading this work, because
it was at that time that the author lost her job and
decided to devote her time exclusively to writing. Since
the depression she has written six novels. The most
recent of these is Across the Prairies, which one might
choose to read because of the fascinating characters,
the simple, quickly-moving plot, and the pleasing style.
The author is well qualified to write such a story because she has lived many years of her life in Oklahoma,
the background of the movement fer free land during
the Boomer days.

The story centers around Tenny Travis, a tolerant
widow, whose

main interest in life is to her part to

After reading Long Meadows I was left with one
outstanding impression, the horror of war combined
with the greatness of love. The story begins as Baron
Joist Heydt is fleeing from Strasbourg during the religious upheavels of the eighteenth century. He shares
this wild ride to Amsterdam with a beautiful young

Huguenot girl named Anna Maria who is later to
become his wife and a pioneer hostess of the Shenandoah Valley to me like George Washington,
Boone, James Madison and many others.

Daniel

This story of love and war shows how an exiled
youth determines to establish a free homeland in
America. Once established in America Joist moves farther and farther inland, thus lengthening the frontier.
As this frontier slowly progresses many lives are lost
in the effort. Joist never denies his sons search for
greater peace and freedom in the West. Since they are
ever dreaming of richer lands beyond them, the thought
of personal cost does not enter their minds.
Beginning in 1705 the story continues through the

exciting century and a half which follows, through the
French

and

Indian

War,

through

the

War

of

1812,

and through the War between the States. These wars
cause many heartaches and sorrows for the Hites, but
they valiantly carry on. For months at a time the Hites

were sometimes far apart from the women that they
loved, but whether apart from

them

or side by side
Page twenty-three

with them the younger Hites carry on as leaders in
Virginia’s expansion. The Hite family represents a
blending of the gentle tradition transmitted from the

old world with the rougher immediate pattern of the
new world. In many crucial moments of the times the
Hites play important courageous parts.

This novel represents a family which is forever
dreaming of meadows which would eventually turn
into peaceful prosperity. With this thought in mind
the family strives for peace, but its efforts are continually led into strife and war.
—Emma

LoutsE
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THEIR NAME IS PIUS

Opum.

By Litt1an Browne-OLr
Bruce

Popes

Leo XII, Pius VIII, and

Gregory

XVI

fol-

lowed Pius VII. Of Pius VIII, Mrs. Browne-Olf writes

little, for he died eight months after his election. The
next great Pius entered the Papacy in 1846. Three
years later, with Italy torn by internal strife, Pius IX
went into exile for seven months. It was he who proclaimed the Doctrine of the Immaculate Conception
to the world in 1850. It was he, too, when

the Italian

army began invasion of the Eternal City, who became
a voluntary prisoner in the Vatican. His death brought
to an end the longest reign in papal history—nearly

thirty-three years. Leo XIII was his immediate successor.

Then

came

Pius

X,

called

Eucharist” for the emphasis he
reception of the Eucharist. The
the Modern Lawgiver and the
He prophesied that the World
in 1914. He died in that year

“Pontiff

of

the

placed upon frequent
author also terms him
Pontiff of the Liturgy.
War would break out
and was succeeded by

Already author of Pius XI: Apostle of Peace, Mrs.
Browne-Olf has now combined the biographies of five
modern popes who bore the name of Pius into one
scholarly volume, which she dedicates to Pius XII. As
a research work, the book has few equals. It is compact, yet inlcudes satisfying accounts of all the import-

Benedict XV,

ant ecclesiastical and world affairs that shaped history
in the long period from February 15, 1775, when Pius
VI was elected Supreme Pontiff, down to March 2,
1939, when Pius XII assumed the papal tiara. A notable
sidelight of Mrs. Browne-Olf’s research on the Vatican
is the fact that when she entered upon it she was not
a Catholic. It was not until some time after the publication of her first book, three years ago, that she became Catholic. For this reason her writings on the
Papacy should escape much of the bias skeptics would
immediately attach to similar writing of a Catholic

that he would give his first benediction from the
exterior balcony of St. Peter’s. Not for sixty years had
a pope been seen outside the Vatican! In 1929 the
Church signed with Italy the Lateran Accord. This
marked the crowning achievement of Pius XI. It
ended the imprisonment of the popes in the Vatican
and created the Vatican City State. The author
records Pius XI was probably the best-read and _bestinformed pope the Papacy had ever had. During his
reign the Vatican broke relations with the U. S. S. R.
and began a crusade against Atheistic Communism.

author.

Conditions

Shortly after Pius VI took his place on the throne of
Peter, the cataclysm that was to shake the world and
mark the beginning of modern history broke out in
France. Through that revolutionary period the Church
underwent some of the most trying days of her existence. ‘The author writes: “From the beginning the
ascending star of Napoleon Bonaparte foreboded evil
for the Church of Christ.” Napoleon’s final outrage
against the hierachy was banishing Pius VI from the
throne he had held twenty-three years. His Holiness
died in exile a little more than a year later. His successor, Pius VII, returned to Rome in 1800. Despite
a concordat between Church and State, Napoleon
continued his persecution, finally exiling Pius VII.
Yet in that very room where Pius VI had died, and
where Pius VII signed abdication of his temporal
powers, Napoleon later wrote the abdication of his
own empire. Napoleon died in exile, but Pius VII
lived to return to Rome for ten more years of labor
in the Church.

of grief to Pius XI as long as he lived. The author notes
that if France had heeded the solemn warnings Pius
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“the War Pope.”

After Benedict’s death in 1922 came the Pius who,
Mrs. Browne-Olf believes, may go down in papal
history as Pius the Great. He was the great Missionary
Pope and the Pontiff of Reconciliation. He announced
at his election,

to the astonishment

of the

in Russia, Spain, and Mexico

cardinals,

were sources

XI gave her, Europe would present a different picture
today.
Upon the death of Pius XI in 1939 a swift election
brought our present-reigning Pius XII to the papal
throne.

To

him

Mrs.

Browne-Olf

dedicates

her book;

because of him she writes in it an epilogue to note his
statement of the original cause of the chaos we have inherited since the French Revolution—that cause being
rejection of the universal norm of morality in individual, social, and international relations.

While Their Name Is Pius is a remarkable piece of
historical research and has great value as a reference
work, it does not lack readability for the average
reader. It is interesting reading fer all who enjoy

biographies of great men. It is a book both non-Catholic and Catholic can find enjoyable and enlightening.
—KATHLEEN

WHETRO.
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Here is another contribution by the
telephone industry to help win the war
Strapped to the pilot’s throat and ears, this “flying

telephone” enables the airman to talk with other
fighter ships and the ground without using his
hands. Motor roar and machine gun chatter do not
drown out his voice in air battle. These two big
fighting advantages are being supplied to America’s
air forces by the Bell System. As pioneers in aviation
radio, Bell Laboratories scientists tackled the problem of perfecting the ‘‘flying telephone.” It went into
production

at Western Electric workshops

where

Ohio Bell telephone equipment is built. Now it is
in action in fighting ships, helping to win the war.
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